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  ..A negative answer is given to the natural question whether O GL n theq
 .   ..coordinate ring of quantum GL n is a cocycle deformation of O GL n . It is
shown that this occurs only if q s "1. The main results are expressed more
  ..generally in terms of two-parameter quantizations O M n . Q 1997 Academica , b
Press
INTRODUCTION
The cocycle deformation As of a bialgebra A was introduced by Doi
w x w x  .D . In the previous paper DT , we showed that the Drinfeld double D H
for a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra H is a cocycle deformation of
 U .copH m H. This suggests that cocycle deformations will play an impor-
tant role in quantum group theory. The bialgebra As has the same
underlying coalgebra A, so that they have the same corepresentation
 .theory. It is known that if q is not a root of 1, all GL n modules areq
completely reducible and there is a one-to-one correspondence between its
w xirreducible modules and dominant weights PW . This means the coordi-
  ..  .nate Hopf algebra O GL n of quantum GL n is co-semisimple andq
  ..isomorphic to O GL n as coalgebras if in addition the ground field has
characteristic 0. This leads to the natural question:
Is O GL n a cocycle deformation of O GL n ? .  . .  .q
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We give a negative answer to this question. We prove Corollary 2.9:
2   ..If q / 1, then O GL n is never isomorphic toq
cocycle deformations of commutative Hopf algebras.
The method of proof allows some partial generalization to the two-param-
  ..eter case. Let O M n be the coordinate bialgebra of two-parametera , b
w xn = n quantum matrices introduced in T1 . We prove Theorem 2.6:
  ..   ..X XTwo bialgebras O M n and O M n are cocy-a , b a , b
X Xcle deformations of each other iff a b s ab or
X X y1 .a b s ab .
w xThe main results of the paper were announced in T3 without proofs.
1. COCYCLE DEFORMATIONS OF QUADRATIC BIALGEBRAS
We work over a field k. Let A be a bialgebra over k with comultiplica-
tion D: A ª A m A and counit « : A ª k. If x g A, we use the sigma
w xnotation S
D x s x m x , D m I D x s x m x m x , .  .  . 1 2 1 2 3
and so on. A bilinear form s : A = A ª k is called a 2-cocycle if
 .  .Ui s is invertible as an element in the dual algebra A m A ,
 .  .  .  .  .ii s x , y s x y , z s s y , z s x, y z , x, y, z g A.1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
The 2-cocycle s is called normal if further
 .  .  .  .iii s 1, x s « x s s x, 1 , x g A.
 .  .y1If s is a 2-cocycle on A, then s 1, 1 / 0 and s 1, 1 s is a normal
2-cocycle. In the following we assume all 2-cocycles are normal.
s w xWe recall the construction A D, Theorem 1.6 . Let s be a 2-cocycle
on A. The bialgebra As is constructed from A by altering the multiplica-
tion as follows and using the same unit, comultiplication, and counit:
x ? y in As s s x , y x y sy1 x , y , x , y g A. .  .  . 1 1 2 2 3 3
 . sIf A is a Hopf algebra i.e., a bialgebra with antipode , then A is also a
Hopf algebra.
1.1. LEMMA. If the bialgebra A is generated by a sub-coalgebra C, then the
bialgebra As is also generated by C.
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Proof. The bilinear form sy1 is a 2-cocycle on As, and we have
 s .sy1 sA s A . If B is the subalgebra of A generated by C, we have
sy1 y1s sA s A > B > C .
and Bs
y1
is a sub-bialgebra of A. This yields B s As. Q.E.D.
 .The notion of a braided or co-quasitriangular bialgebra was introduced
w x w xby Larson and Towber LT and Hayashi H as the dual notion of
w xDrinfeld's quasitriangular bialgebras Dr . An invertible bilinear form s
on the bialgebra A is called a braiding if
s x , y x , y s y x s x , y , 1.2.1 .  .  . 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
s xy , z s s x , z s y , z , 1.2.2 .  .  .  . 1 2
s x , yz s s x , z s x , y for x , y , z g A. 1.2.3 .  .  .  . 1 2
These conditions imply that s is a 2-cocycle on A, and it satisfies the
Yang]Baxter equation
s x , y s x , z s y , z s s y , z s x , z s x , y .  .  .  .  .  . 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
1.2.4 .
 w x.  . s opsee D, 1.1 . Note that 1.2.1 means A s A . The pair of a bialgebra
and a braiding on it is called a braided bialgebra.
 .1.3. LEMMA. Let t be a 2-cocycle on a braided bialgebra A, s . Then
the bialgebra At has a braiding s t gi¨ en by
s t x , y s t y , x s x , y ty1 x , y , x , y g A. .  .  .  . 1 1 2 2 3 3
The proof is straightforward.
Let C be a coalgebra and s an invertible bilinear form on C. We recall
 . w xthe construction of the quadratic bialgebra M C, s introduced in D, 2.1
 .as a generalization of the A R construction of Faddeev, Reshetikhin, and
w x  .Takhtajan FRT . It is the quotient algebra of the tensor algebra T C by
the ideal generated by
s x , y x m y y s x , y y m x , x , y g C. .  . 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
Since the ideal is a bi-ideal, it is in fact a quotient bialgebra. If s satisfies
 .the Yang]Baxter equation 1.2.4 , it extends uniquely to a braiding on
 . w xM C, s D, Theorem 2.6 .
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 . TLet t be a 2-cocycle on M C, s . Define a bilinear form s on C just
 .tas in Lemma 1.3. It is easy to see that the inclusion C ª M C, s induces
 t .  .ta bialgebra map M C, s ª M C, s .
1.4. LEMMA. This is an isomorphism.
Proof. It is surjective by Lemma 1.1. We may consider ty1 as a
 t .2-cocycle on M C, s through this surjection so that we also have a
 .  t .ty1surjective bialgebra map M C, s ª M C, s . Since the composite
ty1 tty1tM C , s ª M C , s ª M C , s .  .  .
is the identity, both homomorphisms are bijective. Q.E.D.
 4Let n ) 1 and a , b g k y 0 . We recall the definition of the coordi-
  ..nate bialgebra O M n of two-parameter n = n quantum matricesa , b
w x 2T1 . It is defined by n generators x , . . . , x and the following relations:11 nn
i x x s a x x if j - k , . i k i j i j i k
ii x x s b x x if i - j, . jk ik ik jk
iii x x s bay1 x x , . jk i l i l jk
x x y x x s b y ay1 x x if i - j and k - l. .jl i k ik jl i l jk
 w x .We have denoted it M in T1 . It has the bialgebra structurea , b
n
D x s x m x , « x s d 1.5 .  .  .i j i s s j i j i j
ss1
and a special group-like element
 .yl sg s ya x ??? x . 1, s 1. n , s n.
sgSn
called the quantum determinant. If we localize it at g, we get a Hopf
algebra
y1O GL n s O M n g .  . .  .a , b a , b
 .  .defining GL n the two-parameter quantization of GL n . If a s b s q,a , b
 .this gives the quantum general linear group GL n .q
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 .Let C be the dual coalgebra of M k , the n = n matrix algebra. It hasn n
 .a basis x , . . . , x satisfying 1.5 . Define a bilinear form s as follows:11 nn a , b
b , if i - j,¡~ab , if i s j,s x , x s .a , b i i j j ¢a , if i ) j,
s x , x s ab y 1 if i - j, .a , b i j ji
s x , x s 0 otherwise. .a , b i j k l
  ..  . w xWe have O M n s M C , s D, Example 2.8 . Further, s satis-a , b n a , b a , b
fies the Yang]Baxter condition so that it extends to a braiding on
  ..O M n .a , b
Let us give the following bialgebra structure on the polynomial algebra
w xk t , . . . , t :1 n
D t s t m t , « t s 1. .  .i i i i
 4For q g k y 0 , define a bilinear form t on it byq
t t e1. ??? t en. , t f 1. ??? t f n. s q e i. f  j. . . q 1 n 1 n
i-j
One checks easily that t is a 2-cocycle. There is a surjective bialgebraq
map
w xO M n ª k t , . . . , t . .a , b 1 n
given by x ¬ d t . Through this projection, we may consider t as ai j i j j q
  ..  .2-cocycle on O M n or M C , s .a , b n a , b
1.6. LEMMA. If we put s s s and t s t , then we ha¨e s t s s y1 .a , b q qa , q b
The proof is straightforward. Compare with the hyperbolic invariance of
w xDPW .
X X  4 X X X X1.7. PROPOSITION. Let a , b , a , b g k y 0 . If a b s ab or a b s
 .y1   ..   ..X Xab , then O M n is a cocycle deformation of O M n .a , b a , b
Proof. If a Xb X s ab , this follows from Lemmas 1.4 and 1.6. On the
  ..   ..y1 y1other hand, there is an isomorphism O M n ( O M n givena , b a , b
by x l x X X , where iX s n q 1 y i. Q.E.D.i j i , j
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  ..2. COCYCLE DEFORMATIONS OF O M na , b
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over k with basis ¨ , . . . , ¨ .n 1 n
We give the right C comodule structure r : V ª V m Cn n n n
n
r ¨ s ¨ m x . . j i i j
is1
If s is an invertible bilinear form on C , we have a linear automorphismn
R of V m V defined bys n n
R ¨ m ¨ s s x , x ¨ m ¨ . .  .s k l jk i l i j
i , j
The correspondence s l R is bijective, and s satisfies the Yang]Baxters
condition iff R s R satisfies the braid conditions
R R R s R R R , 2.1 .1 2 1 2 1 2
 .where R s R m I, R s I m R. The quadratic bialgebra M C , s is the1 2 n
 .quotient of T C by the smallest bi-ideal such that R becomes an s
w xcomodule automorphism. In the terminology of T2, Sect. 3 , the bi-ideal is
 .generated by the cocentralizer of R . The bialgebra M C , s has as n
natural gradation
2k [ C [ C [ ??? . .n n
 .2It follows that the dual algebra of the second term C is identical to then
 .centralizer of R in End V m V . Hence, if f : V m V ª V m V is as n n n n n n
 .comodule endomorphism for M C , s , it belongs to the double central-n
izer of R .s
w xThe next lemma is well known J, Corollary 1 to Theorem 3.17, p. 202 .
The author is grateful to the referee for indicating the reference.
2.2. LEMMA. Let g be an endomorphism of a finite-dimensional ¨ector
 .space W. The double centralizer of g in End W consists of all polynomials
in g.
2.3. LEMMA. Let s , t be in¨ertible bilinear forms on C . The linearn
automorphisms R and R t are conjugate to each other.s s
Proof. If we define P : V m V ª V m V byt n n n n
P ¨ m ¨ s t x , x ¨ m ¨ , .  .t k l ik jl i j
i , j
then we have R t s P R Py1. Q.E.D.s t s t
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Let R be the automorphism R corresponding to s s s , wherea , b s a , b
 4a , b g k y 0 . We have
b ¨ m ¨ , if i - j,¡ j i
~ab ¨ m ¨ , if i s j,R ¨ m ¨ s . i ia , b i j ¢a ¨ m ¨ q ab y 1 ¨ m ¨ , if i ) j. .j i i j
This yields
R y ab R q 1 s 0, i.e., R2 s ab y 1 R q ab . . .  .a , b a , b a , b a , b
  ..Hence, any comodule endomorphism of V m V for O M n is an n a , b
 .linear combination of R and 1 s I m I .a , b
2.4. LEMMA. Let R be a linear combination of R and 1. It satisfies thea , b
 .braid condition 2.1 iff it is proportional to
1, R or R q 1 y ab .a , b a , b
 4Proof. We may assume R s R q a for a g k y 0 , since R anda , b a , b
1 satisfy the braid condition. We have
R R R s R R R1 2 1 2 1 2
m RX q a RX q a RX q a s RX q a RX q a RX q a , .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
where RX s R .a , b
m aRX q RX 2 s aRX q RX 21 1 2 2
since RX RX RX s RX RX RX and a / 0 .1 2 1 2 1 2
m a q ab y 1 RX y RX s 0 .  .1 2
since RX 2 s ab y 1 RX q ab . .
m a s 1 y ab since RX / RX . Q.E.D. .1 2
The invertible bilinear form s on C corresponding to R s 1 is given0 n s 0
by
s x , x s 1, .0 i j ji
s x , x s 0 otherwise. .0 i j k l
2.5. LEMMA. The form s cannot be extended to a braiding on0
  ..O M n .a , b
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Proof. Assume it extends to such a braiding. If i - j, we have x x sji i j
y1  .ba x x . Applying 1.2.2 , we havei j ji
n




s x x , x s s x , x s x , x s 0, .  .  .0 ji i j j j 0 ji js 0 i j s j
ss1
a contradiction. Q.E.D.
X X  4   ..X X2.6. THEOREM. Let a , b , a , b g k y 0 . The bialgebra O M n isa , b
  .. X X X Xisomorphic to a cocycle deformation of O M n iff a b s ab or a b sa , b
 .y1ab .
Proof. We have proved the ``if'' part in Proposition 1.7. To prove the
``only if'' part, assume there is a bialgebra isomorphism
t( 6
X Xf : O M n O M n .  . .  .a , b a , b
  ..for some 2-cocycle t on O M n . This is identified asa , b
t( 6
X Xf : M C , s M C , s . . .  /n a , b n a , b
The bialgebras in both sides have natural gradations. By Proposition 8.0.3a
w x  .of S , any simple sub-coalgebra should be homogeneous. Hence f C isn
 .contained in some homogeneous component, say of degree m. Since f Cn
  .t .generates M C , s , we should have m s 1, and a similar fact forn a , b
y1  .f . It follows that the above isomorphism induces and is induced by a
coalgebra isomorphism
( 6
f : C C .n n
 .Any algebra automorphism of M k is inner by the Skolem]Noethern
U  .theorem. The fact that f is an inner automorphism of M k means thatn
there is a linear automorphism
( 6
c : V Vn n
which is semi-comodule map relative to f, i.e.,
r (c s c m f ( r : V ª V m C . . n n n
Define an invertible bilinear form s on C byn
t
s x , y s s f x , f y , x , y g C . .  .  .  . .a , b n
  ..  .tX XObviously, s can be extended to a braiding on O M n , since sa , b a , b
  ..extends to a braiding on O M n . Hence R is a comodule automor-a , b s
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  .. X Xphism of V m V for O M n . We have a commutative diagram withn n a , b
.P as in Lemma 2.3 :t
cmc 6
V m V V m Vn n n n
6
y1R P R Ps t a , b t
6 cmc 6
V m V .V m V n nn n
These facts imply:
 . X X2.7a R is a linear combination of R and 1,s a , b
 .2.7b R satisfies the braid condition,s
 . 2  .2.7c R s ab y 1 R q ab.s s
 .  .Since s extends to a braiding, it follows from 2.7a , 2.7b , and Lemmas
2.4 and 2.5 that R is proportional to R X X or R X X q 1 y a Xb X. Ifs a , b a , b
 .X XR s cR , we have by 2.7ca , b
R2 s c2R X X2 s c2 a Xb X y 1 R X X q c2a Xb X .s a , b a , b
s ab y 1 R q ab s c ab y 1 R X X q ab . .  .s a , b
Eliminating c, we have
2 2X Xab y 1 a b y 1 .  .
X X X Xs or a b y ab aba b y 1 s 0. .  .X Xab a b
The same equality follows in case R is proportional to R X X q 1 y a Xb X,s a , b
too. This proves the ``only if'' part. Q.E.D.
 .2.8. COROLLARY to the proof . Assume ab / 1.
 .   ..a O GL n is not a cocycle deformation of commutati¨ e Hopfa , b
algebras.
 .   ..b O M n is not a cocycle deformation of commutati¨ e bialge-a , b
bras.
Proof. Any sub-bialgebra of a cocycle deformation At is of the form
t  .  .  .B for some sub-bialgebra B ; A so that a follows from b . To prove b ,
let
( t6f : O M n s M C , s A . .  .a , b n a , b
be a bialgebra isomorphism for a commutative bialgebra A and a 2-cocycle
 .  .  .t on it. The bialgebra A has the trivial braiding « : x, y ¬ « x « y .0
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Pullback « t along f to obtain an invertible bilinear form s on C . Then0 n
 .the previous proof works by modifying 2.7c as follows:
c R2 s 1 . s
since s x , y s y , x s « x « y , x , y g C . .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 n
 .2We have ab y 1 s 0, a contradiction. Q.E.D.
 4 22.9. COROLLARY. Let q g k y 0 . Assume q / 1.
 .   ..a O GL n is not a cocycle deformation of commutati¨ e Hopfq
algebras.
 .   ..b O M n is not a cocycle deformation of commutati¨ e bialgebras.q
2.10. Remark. The previous arguments allow us to determine all possi-
  ..ble braidings on the bialgebra O M n . First note that this bialgebraa , b
has two canonical braidings. One is s and the other is the pullback ofa , b
s y1 y1 along the isomorphisma , b
O M n ( O y1 y1 M n . 1.7 .  .  . .  .a , b a , b
Let s X denote the latter braiding. The corresponding automorphism ofa , b
 .y1 .V m V is ab R q 1 y ab . It follows from the arguments in then n a , b
proof of Theorem 2.6 that s and s X exhaust essentially all possiblea , b a , b
  ..braidings on O M n . More precisely, let s be an invertible bilineara , b
  ..form on C . It extends to a braiding on O M n iff it is proportional ton a , b
either s or s X . If ab s 1, we have s s s X so that there isa , b a , b a , b a , b
essentially a unique braiding.
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